Scholarly interest in Canadian furniture is a relatively new phenomenon. That statement will come as no surprise to the material historian. A more general audience, however, might be surprised that furniture should attract scholarly interest at all. It is still difficult to explain to people outside the museum field why anyone would want to spend time crawling under tables and chairs looking for labels or perform any of the other acrobatic and uncomfortable tasks required in studying furniture. The householder whose life is disrupted by researchers who insist on emptying drawers or taking beds apart is likely to run out of patience. Traditional historians will scoff at their colleagues who insist on studying Sir John A. Macdonald's desk in preference to analyzing a letter Sir John A. wrote while seated there. They have every right to scoff. Until recently there has been little to suggest that Canadian furniture historians are concerned with anything more than nostalgia or sentiment or that their research might in any way be relevant to the mainstream of Canadian historical writing.

Other than those early adventurers, travellers, missionaries, or settlers who described their surroundings, the first to write about Canadian furniture were the journalists filling the pages of late nineteenth-century periodicals with romantic pictures of home life for the enjoyment of a new leisure class. Occasional articles in the Canadian Illustrated News, "Life in the Backwoods of Canada" from the American Atlantic Monthly or "Winter Life in Quebec" from Chambers's Edinburgh Journal provided glimpses of old-fashioned furniture as part of an evocative rural setting. When the York Pioneers moved the Scadding Cabin to the Toronto Exhibition grounds in 1879, they sought to preserve something of a way of life which even then had all but disappeared. They paid tribute to the early pioneers of Ontario as they gathered furniture and other artifacts for what was probably Canada's first
historic house museum. When Toronto's Colborne Lodge opened in 1896, complete with much of its original furniture, its visitors may have experienced a refreshing dose of nostalgia, but little more.

In 1894 Canada's first periodical for the furniture trade was issued. Entitled The Furniture Journal of Canada, it reported on items of interest to furniture factories and retailers rather than on historical or antiquarian concerns. While it continued publication until 1927 and one day may provide a fruitful source for researchers of technology and trade, no copies are known to exist in any Canadian library.

Among the first books to deal with early Canadian furniture — and a variety of other artifacts as well — was the anonymous Pen Pictures of Early Pioneer Life in Upper Canada, published in 1905. It too evoked nostalgia, but provided information on vanishing household crafts and practices which later was revised and used by social historians such as Edwin C. Guillet.

The 1920s and 1930s brought a new approach. In the United States widespread interest in antique furniture was promoted through major works by Irving W. Lyon, Luke Vincent Lockwood, Wallace Nutting, and Edgar C. Miller, Jr. They dealt with furniture on its own merits and laid the groundwork for future study. In Canada there were encouraging signs as well, although a smaller audience of collectors and book buyers limited what could be done.

In 1923 James Acton edited the Canadian Book of Furniture. It seems to have been intended primarily for the trade and contains both advertisements and brief histories of contemporary furniture manufacturers. In addition, however, are notes on the evolution of historical styles illustrated with examples from the T. Eaton collection of English furniture, then a recent acquisition of the Royal Ontario Museum. Also there are histories of prominent nineteenth-century Canadian craftsmen and entrepreneurs, illustrated with a fine Renaissance revival sideboard by the Toronto firm of Jacques and Hay.

Some five years later Ann Elizabeth Wilson began a series of articles in Canadian Homes and Gardens entitled "A History of Canadian Furniture."
She started with the statement:

In Canada we have a tradition of furniture — complete with "periods" and outstanding craftsmen — as real as any which has developed since the first settlers moored their barks to North America shores. But, like many of our national traditions, it has escaped much investigation or exhibition.

The articles contained numerous illustrations, including interiors from houses in St. Andrews, New Brunswick, and Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, which already were widely admired for their wealth of early buildings.

Much of this new-found interest in antiques was tied to the increasing production of "colonial revival" furniture by Canadian and American manufacturers. In fact, many magazine articles which discussed traditional furniture design were illustrated with examples of modern adaptations from the showrooms of stores such as Eaton's, Simpson's, and Ridpath's. In an introduction to Ruth M. Home's article "Our Colonial Heritage" in the July 1930 issue of Canadian Homes and Gardens, the editor wrote,

Miss Home this month discusses the types of furniture closely associated with pioneer life — the chairs, tables, beds and simple accessories...which were brought to Canada by the Loyalists. It is a noteworthy fact that Colonial is still the most popular style, a recent survey showing that one-quarter of all furniture purchases were in this category, with Georgian types a close second....

Similar statements probably could be made about market preference in the 1940s when the Imperial Rattan Company of Stratford, Ontario, advertised its "Imperial Loyalist" line. It boasted "the timeless charm of authentic Loyalist styling, with its softly worn edges and rich woods" and a "dinette dresser inspired by our United Empire Loyalists." The pine shops and "ye olde colonial" styles of today are the descendants of this interest in "revival" furniture.

Working on a different level were scholars such as the indefatigable Marius Barbeau whose writings on Quebec folk culture, arts, and crafts remain as classics in their field. Collections of French-Canadian furniture were gathered by the Musée du Québec, the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, and the Detroit Institute of Arts. Meanwhile, W.H. Coverdale of Canada Steamship
Lines furnished his two hotels, the Manoir Richelieu and the Hotel Tadoussac, with French Canadiana. In English Canada F. St. George Spendlove of the Royal Ontario Museum was building an important collection with the support of Sigmund Samuel and the Laidlaw Collection of English-Canadian furniture. In Saint John Clarence Webster proved a generous patron of the New Brunswick Museum. At the same time, the Nova Scotia Museum in Halifax was doing important groundwork.

Despite the growing collections, however, little was written about furniture per se. Rather, it was considered almost as a footnote to social history or folklife, as in the writings of Barbeau or his contemporaries, Edwin C. Guillet and C.W. Jefferys. In general, greater attention was focused on Quebec than on English Canada. A 1947 article in Canadian Business, entitled "Canada's Greatest Treasure Hunt," stated that "Quebec is the outstanding area for a collector interested in the arts of Canadian development. In the main, the rest of the country produced little to interest collectors of Canadiana."

Also typical of the time was the popular belief that early Canadian furniture was always rather crude or rustic. This notion is still with us today as many of Canada's living-rooms enter the 1980s with a stripped pine box serving as a coffee table/conversation piece. This is despite the fact that much good work has appeared over the last twenty years which should have put these ideas to rest. Along with numerous well-illustrated books are periodicals such as Canadian Collector (begun in Toronto in 1966 as Canadian Antiques Collector), Material History Bulletin/Bulletin d'histoire de la culture matérielle (published by the National Museum of Man since 1976), and the Canadian Antiques and Art Review (begun in Halifax in 1979). All of these have published important articles and reviews relevant to the study of Canadian furniture. They exist alongside magazines such as Ontario Showcase (begun in 1965), CanadiAntiquer (begun in 1975), Circa '76 (which published from 1976 to 1979), Joseph Yolles Antiques and Cabinetmakers' Journal (begun in 1979), and The Upper Canadian (begun in Kingston in 1980). These latter publications are directed primarily at collectors and dealers and seldom contain results of new research, although the now defunct Circa '76 often contained
articles and commentary of high quality. Researchers should be aware of these magazines and watch both their advertisements and their articles. Their contents, however, have not been listed here. Nor have the antiques columns which occasionally appear in daily or weekly newspapers.

Despite these omissions, the accompanying bibliography still is of impressive size. No doubt the Centennial helped promote interest in our early furniture as it did in all things Canadian. Government financial support for the Canadian publishing industry also has helped to swell the number of titles. Yet the fact remains that some of this work is repetitive and much is descriptive rather than analytical. We are still beginners, and beginners who have difficulty convincing both the general public and many members of the academic community that studying furniture is worthwhile. To begin to do that we must apply the standards of other historians to our work. We must be prepared to study factory furniture as well as pieces produced in the individual craftsman's shop. Above all, we must look at furniture as three-dimensional evidence of the way people lived, worked, and thought, as part of the world of people who may have left no written documents behind. Heaven forbid that we should smother the sensual, evocative appeal of the object itself in a blanket of footnotes, but let us use that blanket to warm the object back to life.
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Elwood, Marie. "Eighteen Chairs from Nova Scotia." Canadian Collector, January/February 1977, pp. 38-42. Evolution of styles and types of chairs from the late eighteenth to the late nineteenth century is discussed in this article, illustrated with examples from the collections of the Nova Scotia Museum.


Field, Richard H. "Some Furniture from Prince Edward Island." Canadian Collector, September/October 1976, pp. 30-32. Illustrates and analyzes four pieces of nineteenth-century Prince Edward Island furniture in the belief that they may one day be considered representative of regional types.

Finley, A. Gregg. "A Survey of New Brunswick Chairs; or The Need for an Academic-Antiquarian Coalition." New Brunswick Museum Memo 7, no. 1 (March 1975), pp. 2-5. Calls for the analysis of artifacts as documents of social history. The author's arguments are weakened, however, by the illustration (p.4) of a nineteenth-century, bamboo, turned Windsor chair claimed to be of "Loyalist" ancestry.

Foss, Charles H. Cabinetmakers of the Eastern Seaboard. Toronto: M.F. Feheley, 1977. A lavishly illustrated "coffee table" book on the antique furniture of New Brunswick, it contains a wealth of misleading information and faulty analysis. It is commendable for its attempt to organize research around the work of individual craftsmen and for including a number of fine late nineteenth- and twentieth-century revival pieces, but must be used with extreme caution.

Foss, Charles H. "John Warren Moore, Cabinetmaker, 1812-1893." Material History Bulletin 3 (Spring 1977), pp. 31-40. Brief introduction to the work of a New Brunswick cabinetmaker, following the acquisition by the Province of New Brunswick of more than fifty examples of his work, along with related documents and artifacts.

Foss, Charles H. "Two New Brunswick Furniture Craftsmen." Canadian Antiques Collector, May/June 1975, pp. 29-33. Surveys the careers of two of New Brunswick's most highly skilled cabinetmakers, Thomas Nisbet and Alexander Lawrence. Illustrated by labelled and attributed examples of their work.

Gauvreau, Jean-Marie. "Évolution et tradition des meubles canadiens." Mémoires de la Société royale du Canada, 31ème sér., tome 38, section I (mai 1944), pp. 121-27. An article advocating the use of antique French-Canadian styles as an inspiration in the design of twentieth-century furnishings. Illustrated with a view of antique Quebec chests and church furnishings on exhibit in the "musée de l'École du Meuble," and a series of plates showing modern furniture designed by students at the École, under the direction of the architect Marcel Parizeau.

Good, E. Reginald. "Joseph Witmer." Ontario History 71 (1979): 191-204. A brief account of the career of Joseph Witmer (1812-96), a Waterloo County, Ontario, cabinetmaker. Based on documentary research and interviews with descendants as well as analysis of signed tools and furniture. Unfortunately, the article contains no information on Witmer's training and only brief commentary on the tools and documented furniture.


Hector Centre Trust, Exhibits Committee. Nineteenth Century Pictou County Furniture. Pictou, N.S., 1977. Published in conjunction with an exhibit of Pictou County furniture at the Hector Centre, this illustrated catalogue is one of a very few regional studies of Canadian furniture. Discussion of the pieces shown is, unfortunately, very brief, but the catalogue does contain a carefully documented checklist of area makers.

Home, Ruth M. "Duncan Phyfe." Canadian Homes and Gardens, September 1930, pp. 38-39. Apparently the sequel to the author's article "Our Colonial Heritage" in which she promises a follow-up article describing "the much-maligned Victorian tastes." Contains no specifically Canadian data. Illustrations from the warerooms of Toronto department stores.

Home, Ruth M. "Our Colonial Heritage." Canadian Homes and Gardens, July 1930, pp. 36-37, 51. A chatty survey of styles in early Canadian furniture, illustrated with modern revival items from Eaton's, Simpson's, and Ridpath's.


A series of compact guides containing basic information on terminology, style, forms, construction, finishes, and evaluation of nineteenth-century Ontario furniture. Contains much that is useful to the collector, with sound advice on matters such as preserving original finishes and using antiques in the modern home. Retail prices are listed but quickly become outdated.


Ingolfsrud, Elizabeth. "Country Seats: How to Know an Early Canadian Chair." Canadian Homes, 11 May 1974, pp. 16-17. A lively, informal introduction to common styles of Canadian chairs, containing some sound, basic information for collectors and refinishers. Illustrated with line drawings.


Johannsen, S.K. "The Unknown Furniture Master of Waterloo County." Canadian Collector, July/August 1977, pp. 18-23. A scholarly analysis of several pieces of furniture from Waterloo County related by design and construction.

Koltun, L.A. The Cabinetmaker's Art in Ontario, c. 1850-1900. Ottawa: National Museum of Man, National Museums of Canada, 1979. (Mercury Series, History Division Paper No. 26.) This is one of a very few studies of Canadian cabinetmaking during the second half of the nineteenth century, an important period when factory production was superseding the work of the individual craftsman's shop. The first section of the book is a study of the work of Francis Jones of Middlesex County, Ontario, whose tools have been collected by the National Museum of Man. Koltun presents a selected catalogue of these tools and uses them as evidence of the sort of furniture Jones produced. Several pieces of furniture are tentatively attributed to Jones. The second section presents a concise overview of changing shop practices and technical and mechanical innovation during the same period. It raises questions about the suitability of popular terms such as "handmade" and "machine-made" when describing late nineteenth-century furniture.


McIntyre, W. John. "What is a Canadian Chair?" Canadian Collector, March/April 1980, pp. 54-55. Focuses on two identical, nineteenth-century chairs, one branded by an Ontario chairmaking company, the other by an American firm. Emphasizes the hazards of reading too much into a mark or a label on factory-made furniture.

MacKinnon, Joan. A Checklist of Toronto Cabinet and Chairmakers, 1800-1865. Ottawa: National Museum of Man, National Museums of Canada, 1974. (Mercury Series, History Division Paper No. 11.) An important, well-documented work, containing considerable information on furniture makers' working conditions, products, marketing practices, etc., as well as a useful list of documented craftsmen.


MacLaren, George E.G. "The Windsor Chair in Nova Scotia." *Antiques* 100, no. 1 (July 1971), pp. 124-27. A brief article containing information on chairmaking techniques and styles and a list of Nova Scotia chairmakers whose work has been documented in published sources and through brands or stencils on chairs.


Massicotte, Édouard-Zotique. "L'ameublement à Montréal aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles." Bulletin des recherches historiques 2 (1942), pp. 33-42; 3 (1942) pp. 75-86; 7(1942), pp. 202-5. An inventory study, based on surviving court records from seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Montreal. The article takes the form of a glossary, listing original terms used to describe domestic fabrics, ceramics, metal wares, and furniture forms. Each term is followed by brief descriptive remarks; most entries are dated. The second installment includes a brief mention of importation practices and domestic artisan training in the late seventeenth century.


Minhinnick, Jeanne. Early Furniture in Upper Canada Village. Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1964. A brief but important early study, this booklet is based on research done during the furnishing of Upper Canada Village, near Morrisburg, Ontario, and provides a concise introduction to the early furniture of the province.

Minhinnick, Jeanne. [Untitled] in "Country Furniture: a Symposium." Antiques 93, no. 3 (March 1968), pp. 342-71. Beginning with the statement, "All the early furniture made in Upper Canada (now the Province of Ontario) is country furniture," the author attempts to divide this furniture into three categories. The categorization seems somewhat arbitrary, while the article as a whole fails to define what is meant by "country furniture" and implies that all pieces made in early Ontario were rather crude and primitive — a view not supported by the author's other writings.

Moissan, Stéphane. À la découverte des antiquités québécoises. Montréal: La Presse, 1976. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 provide a brief survey of styles and construction methods, with advice on connoisseurship and restoration for the beginning collector.

Nykor, Lynda Musson, and Musson, Patricia D. "Markham Mennonites and Their Furniture." *Canadian Collector*, July/August 1976, pp. 16-20. A brief article on furniture and furniture craftsmen of Markham Township, Ontario, published while research for the authors' *Mennonite Furniture* was in progress.

Nykor, Lynda Musson, and Musson, Patricia D. *Mennonite Furniture: The Ontario Tradition in York County*. Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1977. A survey of furniture made and used by Mennonites in York County, Ontario. Comparisons are made with architectural details and with Mennonite traditions elsewhere in Ontario. An attempt is made to view the furniture in its larger historical context, but the attempt is marred by the authors' lack of detailed knowledge of furniture making and religious and social customs.


Ryder, Huia G. "The Best of Pine and Maple." Canadian Antiques Collector, May/June 1975, pp. 70-72. Illustrates examples of simple furniture of locally available pine and maple, but contains some questionable dates and attributions.


Shackleton, Philip. "Furniture of Upper Canada." Canadian Antiques Collector, May 1967, pp. 6-8. Written while the author's The Furniture of Old Ontario was being prepared, this brief article emphasizes the range of craftsmanship and style — from crude to sophisticated — apparent in the early furniture of the province.


Stevens, Gerald F. In a Canadian Attic. Toronto: Ryerson, 1965. A chapter on furniture (pp. 53-90) provides an introduction to stylistic evolution and construction methods. Illustrated with line drawings.


Webster, Donald Blake. "Canadian Furniture." *Canadian Antiques Collector,* August 1968, p.13. Discusses a carved pine console table from Quebec, acquired by the Canadiana Department of the Royal Ontario Museum. Also contains comments on the department's collecting policy: "...the primary collecting focus is, and always has been on acquiring furniture not because it is old, or because it is typical, but rather because of original quality and excellence."


Webster, Donald Blake. "Early Canadian Furniture." *Canadian Antiques Collector,* June 1968, p. 23; November 1968, p. 19. The June article discusses a sofa table then being attributed, without supporting documentation, to "Mr. Gibbard" of Napanee, Ontario, by the Canadiana Department of the Royal Ontario Museum. The November article discusses an Ontario curly maple sofa acquired by the Canadiana Department.
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Webster, Donald Blake. "Victorian Furniture in Canada." Canadian Antiques Collector, November 1970, pp. 9-12. A brief survey of popular styles. Includes an illustration of a Renaissance revival sideboard "probably by Jacques and Hay" (p. 9) but which is remarkably similar to a sideboard in the collection of the Gibbard Furniture Shops Limited of Napanee, Ontario. The Gibbard firm attributes it to their own factory which was founded in 1835.


Yeager, William, ed. The Cabinet Makers of Norfolk County. Simcoe, Ont.: Norfolk Historical Society, 1975. A survey of craftsmen and attributed furniture based on documentary sources, interviews, and local tradition. A blend of nostalgia and solid research designed to encourage interest in Norfolk County craftsmanship.